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+441493733660 - http://www.nawaab-hemsby.co.uk/

Here you can find the menu of Nawaab Indian Takeaway in Great Yarmouth. At the moment, there are 17 dishes
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Nawaab Indian Takeaway:
husband tied an Indian. I picked up the menu. online order with a discount. had chicken pakora big then had
subscript courts, huhn roshni and nawaabi. the best Indian dishes we had. usual garlauch naan and a Pilau-
Reis....Shame only visit a stay. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus
usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Nawaab Indian Takeaway:

I made a break last night, that was not great. I wanted tikka masala, got what I thought was huh tikka, tasted like
parfum, was terrible, just ate a piece huh, friend had rohan with garnel that was ok, funky ok, peshwari naan...all

the filling was dry broken, we got onion bhajis they were like brick, just tried to crush them everywhere. most
meal times went into the müll. will not go back. only cost cash. read more. At Nawaab Indian Takeaway in Great

Yarmouth, traditional Indian spices fine menus with sides like rice or naan are freshly prepared, for breakfast they
serve a tasty breakfast here. You can also look forward to delicious vegetarian cuisine, Furthermore, the visitors
love the creative combination of different dishes with new and partially experimental products - a good example

of successful Asian Fusion.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Desser�
COCONUT RICE

Pakor� - Vorspeise�
PAKORA

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

COCONUT

RICE

CHICKEN

India�
NAAN

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

CHICKEN DARTS

MASALA

LAMB MADRAS

CHICKEN PAKORA
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Tuesday 17:00-23:00
Wednesday 17:00-23:00
Thursday 17:00-23:00
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